In this paper elementary properties are established for matrices whose coordinates are elements of a lattice L. In particular, many of the results of Luce [4] are extended to the case where L is an orthomodular lattice, a lattice with an orthocomplementation denoted by ' in which a £b=>av(a' Ab) = b. Originally, these were called orthocomplemented weakly modular lattices, Foulis [2] . In Theorem 1 a characterization is given of the nucleus with respect to matrix multiplication, which is in general nonassociative. Matrices with A' 1 = transpose (A) are characterized in Lemma 8. Theorems 3 and 4 respectively, give partial characterizations of zero divisors and inverses.
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1. sf mn (L) and sf n (L) will denote, respectively, the set of all m x n matrices and the set of all n x n matrices whose coordinates are elements of L. The argument L will be suppressed when it is not needed. Except for L, capital letters denote matrices. A tJ will denote the (i,j)th element of the matrix A. For matrices of suitable size As/ B, A AB, and, if L has a complementation, A' are defined coordinatewise. A^BoA u^ B tj for all i,j. For conformal matrices define the product by (AB) i} = \/ k (A ik AB kj ). We assume that L has a least element o and a greatest element 1. Define 0, /, and E to be the matrices with 0,y = o, Iij = I, E ij = o for H=j, and E u = 1, the sizes of these and other matrices being determined by the context, if not otherwise restricted. sf mn (L) is lattice isomorphic to the direct product of L with itself mn times; hence, if L is orthomodular, then so is s£ mn (L) . The proof of the first lemma is elementary and is therefore omitted. LEMMA 
For matrices of appropriate size,
In an orthocomplemented lattice we say that a commutes with b and write aMb if (avb')Ab = aAb. The centre of L is defined as #(L) = {asL|a^b for all beL}. Many of the results of Foulis [3] concerning the relation %> will be used without making specific references. In particular, great use will be made of the Foulis-Holland theorem which states that, if L is an orthomodular lattice and two of the three relations a^b, a%c, b^c hold, then 
For conformal matrices (A, B, C) is an associative triple if A(BC) -(AB)C. By elementary calculations, (A, B, C) is an associative triple if the entries in two of the three matrices are in <tf(L).
T. S. Blyth [1] has characterized A-distributive matrices over a Boolean lattice. Lemma 3 and its corollary are generalizations of one of his results. Proof. For sufficiency,
Conversely, set B = E and C = E'; then 0 = (EAE')A = AAE'A implies that A i3 AA kJ = o for all i,j, k with / ^ k. If B is chosen so that the join over k has only one term, we obtain (2) = (3) which implies that, for eachy, theyth column of A satisfies Q> on \) { L(o, A i} ). With this we obtain (1) = (2) for any B in s/ pm and the necessity follows. 
(i) (A, B, C) is an associative triple for all B and C if and only if A e ^(s^n) and each row of A satisfies 3) on L.
( The nucleus of $4 n is {Aes? n \any triple containing A is associative}. If one defines a scalar meet by (x AA)^ = x KA^ for x in L, it may be shown by standard methods that AB = BA for all B in s4 n if and only if there is an a in L such that A = ai\E. The multiplicative centre ofs/ n is defined as the set of all A in the nucleus of s/ n such that AB = BA for all Bt$4 n . Since each row or column of a A £ has only one nonzero element, the rows and columns of a AE satisfy 3) on L. We have obtained THEOREM LEMMA 6. The following are equivalent whenever A is of appropriate size:
ii) (B, C, A) is an associative triple for all B and C if and only if Ae t?(jf n ) and each

The nucleus of s/ n is {Ae^(s/ n )\rows and columns of A satisfy 3) on L}. The multiplicative centre ofs/ n is {a AE\ae c £(L)).
COROLLARY. Matrix multiplication is associative in si n {L) if and only if L is Boolean.
The transpose of a matrix
(i) A is row (column) consistent. (ii) V, A ik =\ for all i (V* A kJ =\ for allj). (iii) E ^ AA' (E ^ A'A).
LEMMA 7. If AB is row (column) consistent, then A is row consistent (B is column consistent).
COROLLARY. If A has a left (right) inverse, then A is column (row) consistent and its left (right) inverse is row (column) consistent.
Let L be the orthocomplemented modular lattice of subspaces of Euclidean 2-space. Let A,Besd n (L) be such that A xi , B tj # o, 1. If all of the elements of A and B are distinct, then A and B are both row and column consistent, but AB = 0. Thus the converse of Lemma 7 that Luce [4] proved for L Boolean, does not obtain in general. For L Boolean, Rutherford [5] has shown that, for square matrices, A has a one sided inverse oA has a two sided inverse oA~l = A'; examples similar to the one above show that, if A^^(s/ n ), then A may have several one or two sided inverses. However the next lemma, which is due to Luce [4] , holds for arbitrary lattices with o and 1. Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 6 and 7. THEOREM 
For square matrices, ifC'^X^ (E'A')' (C'^X^ (A'E
